
The enhanced Fair Lending Wiz SaaS fosters the best compliance management experience for fair 
lending analytics — a modern interface with improved and dynamic analytics which gives compliance 
professionals a single platform to minimize fair lending risk through continuous review, analysis,  
and reporting.

Risk scorecard report

Our Wiz products are industry-leading data management applications and set high standards on user experience. Wiz allows for a 
straightforward workflow which reduces the complexity associated with managing enhanced data collection processes and risk analysis 
through reporting and information sharing. This allows you to deliver the compliance updates your institution depends on with more 
speed and ease. Wiz services and solutions can be combined into a fully customized compliance program, helping institutions grow as 
they expand their lending footprint into new states and regions while minimizing costs.

In this newest generation of Fair Lending Wiz SaaS, you’ll have access to our best on-demand technology and content for fair lending 
compliance. We’re raising the bar on user experience with this cloud-hosted solution — you can quickly navigate the intuitive interface 
through a browser on your computer and when it comes to updating the software, it’s hands-off. Fair Lending Wiz SaaS conducts real-
time updates that don’t require costly IT resources.

The fair lending risk scorecard will help 
pinpoint areas within underwriting 
(decision), pricing (rate), and marketing 
(redlining) to begin fair lending analysis.
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Fair Lending Wiz® SaaS
Compliance Solutions

Fair lending management software in the cloud

Scan the QR code to learn more.

https://www.wolterskluwer.com/


Regression analysis is an industry standard 
practice that helps in assessing whether 
there is a statistically significant pattern 
of protected class borrowers receiving 
different pricing or approval decisions 
than non-protected class borrowers after 
controlling for the effects of differences in 
legitimate loan application characteristics.

Comparative file review allows users to 
locate denied protected class applicants 
or protected class applicants who were 
charged a higher price or received a 
different credit decision than similarly 
situated applicants quickly and efficiently.

Regression and comparative 
file review

Comparative file review
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About Wolters Kluwer Governance, Risk & Compliance

Wolters Kluwer (EURONEXT: WKL) is a global leader in information, software, and services for 
professionals in healthcare, tax and accounting, financial and corporate compliance, legal and 
regulatory, and corporate performance and ESG. We help our customers make critical decisions  
every day by providing expert solutions that combine deep domain knowledge with specialized 
technology and services. 

Wolters Kluwer reported 2022 annual revenues of €5.5 billion. The group serves customers in  
over 180 countries, maintains operations in over 40 countries, and employs approximately 20,000 
people worldwide. The company is headquartered in Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands. 
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